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Allegretto.

It is not raining

rain to me, It's raining daffodils; In every dimpled
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drop I see, Wild flowers on the hills. The clouds of gray en-
gulf the day And o-verwhelm the town, It is not rain-

rain to me, It's rain-ing ros-es down.

It is not rain-ing
It's raining roses down, rain to me. It is not raining rain to me, but fields of clover bloom. Where any buccaneering bee, May
In Maytime
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The lovely roses red and smiling deck the
The world is like a picture, where the green
fields smile to God.
The birds in all the branches, are singing to
the sky.

Oh, the splendor of the gardens and the glory
Of banks of singing rivers where the lovely
of the green.
blues leap.
The flowers, faintly swaying, of far off cattle
bells.
The thrushes, their silver music in the dim and
by far they walk.
streamy dells!
For it’s May-time, it’s May-time,
And all the world is bright.
And love is in the sunshine.
And the golden stars of night.

For it’s May-time, it’s May-time,
And all the world is bright.
And love is in the sunshine.
And the golden stars of night.

—Frank L. Stanton.